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Abstract. This paper describes MAIoT, a Multiagent-based Architec-
ture which aims to coordinate Internet of Things (IoT) devices. MAIoT
is distinguished by its capabilities for allowing dialogues between IoT
devices. To support theses dialogue capabilities, the IoT devices are
wrapped into rational agents with reasoning and dialogue capabilities.
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1 Introduction

The information technology (IT) industry and IT research communities have
been working in the development of Internet of Thing (IoT) platforms in order to
improve our daily life. For instance, IoT platforms have been developed in order
to build up the so called smart homes which aim to improve the experiences of
their inhabitants [7].

To achieve “smart” IoT capabilities, different open challenges have been iden-
tified [1,3,5]. Among them, we can point out: a.- intelligence distribution: inter-
pretation of dispersed sensor-data and reasoning about it; b.-standardization:
adoption of industrial standards; and c.- flexibility : “Plug & Play” smart objects
deployed in environments. In this regard, establishing dialogues among smart
devices and anticipate needs of a user are major challenges [7]. Against this
background, we present here a Multiagent Architecture for Internet of Things
(MAIoT) which aims to coordinate and provide IoT services. In this architecture,
we follow a dialogue-based approach based on rational agents in order to coor-
dinate IoT services. In these settings, inquiry dialogues aim to agree or disagree
services supported by IoT devices. To conduct dialogues between IoT devices
which are wrapped into rational agents, we follow an argumentation-based app-
roach, introduced by [6], which supports collaborative decision making processes
in the settings of the so called agreement rules.
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Fig. 1. Physical diagram of MAIoT architecture.

2 MAIoT Architecture

In this section, we describe our multiagent architecture for IoT devices. The
MAIoT architecture hosts IoT devices in terms of the so called MAIoT devices.
A MAIoT device is composed by three modules: a data processor, a data col-
lector and an agent platform. The data processor hosts an agent platform and
is connected to other data processors, each one with its own agent platform,
through a communication middleware.

The data collector is controlled by one agent, see Fig. 1, and is integrated
with sensors and actuators. The data collector has as aim both to perceive data
from the environment through sensors and to send this data to the agent.

Fig. 2. Data workflow diagram of the MAIoT architecture.

The agents hosted by MAIoT devices exchange information with other
agents hosted by different MAIoT devices through dialogues and provide ser-
vices through their actuators. The agents take part of inquiry dialogues in order
to agree IoT services which are defined according to user preferences and needs.
Inquiry dialogues, among other types of dialogues, were defined by [8] in order
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to collaboratively build new knowledge. In our architecture, agents take part in
the negotiation (an inquiry dialogue) of a topic in which the agents do not know
if a given topic is true or false; hence, they require the collaboration of other
agents, see Fig. 2.

To formalize our dialogue system, we follow the dialogue style introduced by
[2,6], in which three types of moves are allowed: open, assert and close. In an
open move, an agent starts a new dialogue with a given topic. In an assert move,
an agent assert arguments related to a given topic; and in a close move an agent
wants to finish the current dialogue; however, if another agent does not agree,
this dialogue will not be closed and will still open.

Fig. 3. Internal architecture of a MAIoT agent.

As Fig. 3 shows, agents are composed by three modules: an IoT ontology, a
dialogue module and a domain knowledge base. In the IoT ontology mod-
ule, information from sensors is interpreted in terms of the Semantic Sensor
Network Ontology1, and stored in the Domain Knowledge base mod-
ule. In the Dialogue module, agents read messages from other agents through
FIPA ACL protocols, and perform a decision-making process inquiring their own
agreement rules and their Domain knowledge bases. Then, a decision about
to execute of services, by means of actuators, is taken.

3 Ongoing Project

MAIoT devices are being used in an agent-based assistive architecture for
computer-supported assessment: UmU-Act project [4].

1 https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn.

https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn
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The architecture integrates a generic core ontology based on medical and
health terminologies with the IoT ontology in order to reason and share infor-
mation among IoT agents. A MAIoT architecture has been implemented by
considering three agents: context, activity and coach agents. This architecture
is intended to track and evaluate human activity in a home-care environment.
UmU-Act architecture considers MAIoT devices deployed in a Raspberry Pi2

platform using Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE)3 framework, and
Arduino4 platform for capturing and managing of sensor data.

We will describe details of use cases and an evaluation of the MAIoT archi-
tecture in an oncoming extended version of this paper.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce MAIoT, a Multi-agent Architecture for the Internet
of Things with reasoning and dialogue capabilities. The major characteristics of
the MAIoT architecture are summarized as follows: 1.- Reasoning and dialogue
capabilities: MAIoT agents are endowed with reasoning capabilities by consid-
ering an argumentation-based approach. Internal reasoning processes of MAIoT
agents combines a domain knowledge base and an IoT ontology; 2.- IoT ori-
entation: interoperation of MAIoT agents is warranted by considering an IoT
ontology. Interoperability and decentralization of smart devices can be achieved
by considering a dialogue approach using IoT standard-based communications.
3.- Flexibility and generalization: MAIoT agents can be deployed as Plug & Play
standard-complaint smart devices.

As future work, we will investigate the interaction between MAIoT agents
and human agents (individuals), particularly aiming to support the improvement
of individual’s situations and quality of life [4].
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